We recognize those who help us activate youth for the future of jobs.
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A Member of JA Worldwide
TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Contest Stages

Applications: October 19 - November 12, 2019. Deadline to submit: November 12, 2019 at 11:00 PM Eastern Time.

Evaluation stage (Judges): November 13, 2019. The JA Americas´ Regional Operating Center will evaluate all the candidates and will select 6 finalists (3 per contest). The contest´s judges will evaluate the 6 finalists and will select 1 winner for each contest.

Winners Announcement: November 15, 2019 via social media streaming.

Who can submit?

JA National offices in compliance with membership regulations from the Americas region (JA Executive Director or staff member designated by him / her). Submissions will be only received through the contest´s website.

Each JA National Office will be able to submit up to 2 candidates to each contest.
TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 Judges: the jury will be formed by regional JA representatives (Regional Board Members and ROC staff). Additional judges from JA Worldwide could be invited for last evaluation stage.

Criteria:
• Demonstrated commitment to JA mission and values
• Impact on students’ lives
• Surpass limits: implementation of additional activities to amplify JA’s impact.

Requirements
• Being identified by the JA chapter as a “JA Ambassador” in their school / company
• Having collaborated with JA at least during the last 5 consecutive years
• Indicate approximately how many students have received JA contents thanks to the candidate’s performance
• Having reached at least 90% of students’ satisfaction, according to programs’ post-surveys
• Going the “extra mile”: additional documents that demonstrate how the candidate was able to amplify the JA’s impact.

Prize

Both winners will travel to Punta Cana, to participate as judges of the JA Americas COY Competition (November 24-27, 2019). Prize includes round-trip airfare, ground transportation in Punta Cana, accommodations and meals.